We are happy that you are here!

We want to make your application process as interesting and enjoyable as possible.

Thapar?
- One of the highest ranked universities in the country
- A brilliant team of teachers, scholars and fellow students
- Innovative curriculum and engaging pedagogy
- A wide selection of majors and minors

Liberal Arts and Sciences?
- Gives you a solid foundation in a broad array of subjects such as philosophy, psychology, history, writing, political science, anthropology, economics etc.
- An opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the world around us
- A multidisciplinary view of the world is an essential prerequisite to becoming a true professional and a responsible citizen

Call: +91-84270-29525 / +91-85240-89159
We offer

**BA**
- Political Science
- Economics
- Psychology

**BBA**
- Finance
- Analytics
- Marketing
- Operations

**B.Sc.**
- Biotechnology
- Environment & Sustainability
- Physics
- Chemistry

Irrespective of your area of specialization or major, you will start with one year of foundation courses in the following broad areas:

- Creative Writing
- Computing and Statistics
- Economic Thinking
- Framing Society

- Language and Literature
- Logic and Research Methods
- Physical Sciences
- Philosophy and Politics
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We are looking for extraordinary young scholars

You

Are open minded and empathetic
Are intellectually humble yet courageous
Have passion for learning and passion for action
Look at problems as opportunities for learning, innovating and helping
Are an excellence seeker, wanting to do everything better than before!

Admission to BA/BBA/BSc/ programs is subject to the fulfilment of the following eligibility criteria:

- The candidate has obtained 60% marks in 10+2 or equivalent examination (55% for SC/ST candidates) in aggregate of any three subjects (One of the subjects must be English)
- Any 3-year diploma after 10th grade
- The University may relax entrance requirements for candidates with extraordinary achievements in the areas such as sports, music, dance, painting, social work, software development etc. with passing marks in their 10+2 examination
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How do we find the mutual fit?

All applicants will get an opportunity to discuss with the members of the admissions committee to assess the mutual fit. Admissions discussions will center around academic interest of the candidate, extra-curricular activities, general interests, and future plans. During our discussions, we will also focus on how your joining our TSLAS family enrich the learning environment. In addition, members of the admissions committee will be deeply interested in learning more about your Intellectual curiosity, critical thinking, openness to new and ideologically diverse ideas, attitude towards teamwork, and passion for contributing to the overall social good.

Admissions Process:

We understand the fact that each applicant is unique and therefore we provide all the support for them to express their strengths, interest and aspirations.

The details of the steps involved in the selection process are as follows.

Step 1
(50% weightage)
Comprises an Online test which consists of an Aptitude Test Letter of Motivation / Statement of purpose, and grade 10 marks card.

Step 2
(50% weightage)
Comprises a Personal Interaction.

Step 3
Admissions Decision
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College Board India Scholars Programme in partnership with TSLAS

As part of the India Scholars program, students can get up to 100% scholarship for the entire duration of study at TSLAS if they score 1300 or above on the SAT. They will be recognized as Top Performers by the College Board at the end of April on an annual basis. Top Performers who demonstrate significant financial need, defined by family income less than INR 8,00,000 per annum, are eligible to apply for a full tuition scholarship for the entire duration of their program of study at TSLAS. The family income will be verified by scholarship administration partner, Buddy4-Study.

A scholarship committee constituted by the Dean TSLAS makes all the scholarship decisions. Scholarship committee follows University rules and regulations for scholarship selection and management. All scholarships are discretionary and contingent to consistency in students’ high performance at TSLAS. Scholarship holders will have to maintain a minimum grade point average of 8.0 in all years at the School.

*Fee structure will be released soon on a website - tslas.thapar.edu